nLight® AIR is a lighting control system that offers indoor and outdoor options that scale with your needs. The second generation of the nLight AIR platform can start with simple stand-alone networks that aid in meeting code compliance while saving money on deployment costs and cover your entire facility and campus. nLight AIR is upgradeable as your needs change, building your sensory network to better connect your building and your occupants.

Benefits

- Offers both indoor and outdoor applications, including warehouse and parking garage.
- Aids in meeting and/or exceeding state and local energy codes for renovation and new construction projects
- Saves energy with occupancy, daylight sensing, automated timeclock, and native demand response – Up to 82% additional energy savings*
- In space reconfiguration
- Industry leading 5-tier wireless security framework
- Choose from a wide range of nLight AIR enabled fixtures
- Unlock your fixture portfolio with 0-10V support

A+ Certified solutions from Acuity Brands help you quickly and confidently select and implement lighting systems, for indoor or outdoor applications, that are both compatible and consistent.
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